
The Measurement of Iron Absorption

By J. D. COOK, M. LAYRISSE AND C. A. FINCH

II ECOGNITION that the control of iron balance in normal man resides with

the absorptive rather than the excretory process has lead to a heavy in-

vestment in studies of iron assimilation during the past few decades. The use

of radioisotopes of iron was first described by Hahn and co-workers1 in 1943

and has been followed by the development of highly accurate technics for

measuring iron absorption. One of the most convenient of these is the deter-

mination of red cell activity after oral administration of radioiron. The as-

sumption that blood activity reflects accurately body activity seems justified in

the normal and iron deficient subject when the usual ratios are 80 ± 10 per

cent and 90 ± 10 per cent, respectively. In pathologic states with decreased

red cell utilization of radioiron, it is necessary to employ a double isotope

method, total body counting or stool collections.2 Despite such precise mea-

surements, absorption studies have been difficult because of large differences

in absorption among normal subjects and in the same subject with repeated

testing.3’4 At the same time the constancy of body iron in a given population

suggests that the ingress of iron is not haphazard but is rather a highly regu-

lated process. If absorption is to be further understood, it is necessary to ac-

count for the variability observed. In examining iron absorption, two types of

studies may be distinguished depending on whether the absorptive machinery

of the individual or the nature of the substance ingested is being examined.

These two categories are concerned with intersubject and intrasubject differ-

ences, respectively.

INTERSUBJECT MEASUREMENTS

The largest variable in iron absorption is the difference between individuals.

Measurements with labeled iron salts in apparently healthy subjects show a

range from less than 1 to over 50 per cent. This is due to the behavior of the

intestinal mucosa and undoubtedly reflects the individual iron balance or re-

quirements of the subject tested.3 Differences in iron balance of the entire

population may be found in separate geographic areas, presumably reflecting

the type and level of dietary iron supply. Thus in reports from England of

mean absorption from a dose of 5 mg. of ferrous iron given to 10 or more sub-

jects, Callender et al.,5 Bannerman et al.6 and Smith and Pannacciulli7 report
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absorptions of 25, 30 and 20 per cent, respectively, while in the United States

Brown et al.8 and Turnbull et al.9 report values of 7 and 12 per cent. The

greater iron requirements in women due to menstrual loss and the demands

of pregnancy result in lower iron stores and a proportionately higher assimila-

tion of iron than in men.3 Studies by Brise and Hallberg4 show the effects of

blood loss on absorption. Two hundred thirty-eight blood donors were found

to absorb an average ( geometric mean ) of 15.7 per cent from a 30 mg. dose of

ferrous iron as compared to 5.9 per cent in a nondonor group of 102 subjects.

If iron stores are artificially altered, iron absorption is modified in a reciprocal

direction over long periods of time until the original equilibrium is estab-

lished.1#{176} These findings indicate the importance of selecting individuals with

comparable levels of storage iron and evaluating iron absorption in different

groups of subjects. However, even if attention is paid to history of blood loss,

sex differences, or levels of plasma iron and transferrin, marked differences

among select individuals are still observed. There is no good method other

than the measurement of iron absorption itself to determine the mucosal setting

for iron absorption in the individual subject, and the limitation imposed by

subject variation can only be compensated for by employing sufficient numbers

of subjects to attain statistical validity.

Analysis of iron absorption data has been previously performed by classic

statistical methods which require that the data be reasonably close to normal

distribution. In order to determine whether iron absorption measurements can

be fitted to a normal distribution, two sets of data were chosen from the lit-

erature. In the first series, measurements of absorption were performed in 320

healthy Swedish volunteers by Brise and Hallberg.4 The test dose contained

30 mg. of ferrous59 sulfate with 0.1 M ascorbic acid/mole of iron and was

administered with 4 Gm. of sucrose and 75 ml. of water on each of 5 alternate

mornings. Absorption was determined from radioactivity incorporated into

circulating red cells 14 days after the final test dose. Blood volume was esti-

mated from body weight and 100 per cent red cell incorporation of absorbed

iron was assumed. The second series consisted of 234 determinations in sub-

jects from the outlying area of Caracas, Venezuela. A single test dose of 3 to

5 mg. of ferrous59 sulfate mixed with 2 M of ascorbic acid/mole of iron was

administered with a measured volume of water. Absorption was determined

as in the first series. Mean absorption in the first series was 16 per cent and in

the second, 32 per cent. This difference can be accounted for by the different

amounts of iron administered and by the incidence of iron deficiency anemia

of 30 per cent in the South American series whereas iron deficiency anemia was

specifically excluded in the Swedish study. Despite these differences in mean

absorption, the frequency distribution curve in both series is highly skewed

in a positive direction and bears little resemblance to the theoretical normal

curve0 (Fig. 1).

#{176}Thehypothesis of normality of the frequency distribution was evaluated with the Chi
Square Test for Goodness of Fit.18 Highly significant Chi Square values of 101.5 and 85.1
were obtained for the first and second series, respectively, (22 d.f.) indicating wide de-

parture from a normal distribution.
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Fig. 1.-Frequency distribution of iron absorption expressed as per cent of the

administered dose. The series represented in the upper figure consists of 320 mea-

surements of healthy, Swedish subjects.4 The lower figure shows the frequency dis-

tribution of 234 determinations in subjects from Caracas, Venezuela.’143 In each,

the solid line represents the observed frequencies while the shaded area depicts the
theoretical normal distribution as determined by the mean and standard deviation.

The enhanced absorption in the Venezuelan group is the result of a lower iron dose

as well as a higher incidence of iron deficiency among subjects tested.

The approach most commonly employed for evaluating data with a skewed

distribution involves transforming the units of measurement to a scale which

normalizes the frequency distribution. Both the square root and logarithmic

transformation were applied to the two series of data and only log transforma-

tion was found suitable for both#{176}as shown in Figure 2. Through this manipu-

lation, the sensitivity of methods of statistical analysis is improved.

Another requirement of classic statistical tests is that the variance (square

of standard deviation) remains constant at different levels of mean absorption.

This assumption is particularly important for the two-sample t test which has

been extensively applied to iron absorption. In a total of 38 series of measure-

ments, each containing at least 12 individual rneasurements3’4’7’�’7 the stan-

#{176}TheChi Square values for testing the goodness of fit of the transformed measurements

to a normal distribution were as follows: for the first and second series, respectively, values

for the square root transformation were 52.3 and 20.5 (18 and 18 d.f.) and for the loga-

rithmic 27.2 and 38.1 (14 and 20 d.f.).
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Fig. 2.-Frequency distribution of iron absorption data after logarithmic trans-

formation of the data shown in the corresponding graphs of Figure 1. The solid
line and shaded areas represent the observed and theoretical normal distributions,
respectively.

dard deviation was found to be not constant but rather increased linearly as

mean absorption increased (Fig. 3a). For all series in which the individual

observations were published, the relationship between the mean and standard

deviation were again examined after transforming percentage absorption to

the log scale and were then found to be independent of the mean (Fig. 3b).

An alternate statistical approach of equal validity to that of logarithmic

transformation is the use of nonparametric methods in which no assumption

about frequency distribution is required. The most important group are rank

order statistics in which observations are arranged in order of magnitude and

where the difference between adjacent observations is made uniform by then

using their rank value. When either distribution-free technics or the logarithmic

transformation approach were employed in evaluating iron absorption mea-

surements, no difference in sensitivity was apparent, but both were more sensi-

tive than the customary approach.

While the precision of clinical studies may be improved by applying these

more sensitive methods of analyses, it is important to recognize limitations still

imposed by intrasubject variations. As an example, let us assume a population

similar to the group reported by Brise and Hallberg. A certain group of sub-
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Fig. 3.-Relationship between the mean and standard deviation in several reported

series of radioiron absorption.3’4’7”117 In the upper figure (a) mean absorption is
expressed as per cent of the administered dose. The close linear relationship between
the mean and standard deviation invalidates statistical methods which assume homo-

geneous variances and reflect a highly skewed distribution of the measurements. The
lower figure (b) represents the relationship between mean and standard deviation
when individual values for per cent absorption were first transformed to their loga-
rithms. By this maneuver the requirements of a standard deviation independent of

mean has been satisfied.

jects suspected of having an abnormal iron absorption is to be compared to a

control group. Estimates of the combined number of test and control subjects

required to give an 80 per cent chance of demonstrating a significant difference

(P = 0.05) in mean absorption are shown in Table 1. It is evident that a large

number of subjects are required, and that the number is greater when an in-

crease in absorption is to be identified.

INTRASUBJECF VARIATION

A major category of absorption studies is that designed to evaluate the

relative availability of different forms of administered iron’. The objective in

experimental design is to minimize subject differences in order to evaluate
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Table 1.-Absorption Study Design

Difference in
mean absorption

Number of
subjects require d 0

(%) (-) (+)

30 156 280
40 78 170
50 44 120
60 27 90

70 17 72

80 11 59

0 The estimates of group size (representing both the control and test subjects) are based
on an 80 per cent chance of demonstrating a difference at the 5 per cent level with the

formula

100

where .;j; and t represent mean percentage absorption of iron in the test and control

groups, respectively; (-) represents a decrease in absorption by test subjects as compared

to controls and (+), an increase.

the effect on iron absorption of the form in which the material was adminis-

tered. When only two forms of iron are to be tested, these may be compared

in the same subject. However, it is usually desirable to establish absorption in

absolute terms rather than as a comparison of two subjects. This can be ac-

complished by comparing all test substances to some reference standard, such

as ferrous ascorbate. It has been possible to express the absorption of a type

of food iron in a hypothetical individual who has an absorption of ferrous iron

at any specified level.11 The most suitable type of iron compound to be em-

ployed as a reference standard is probably a ferrous iron salt, since this repre-

sents the final common pathway by which all forms of dietary iron with the

exception of hemoglobin are assimilated.13 Hemoglobin iron has some advan-

tage if it is more independent of gastrointestinal secretion and motility but

has the disadvantages of a unique pathway of absorption possibly at a different

level of the intestinal tract, and a narrower range of absorption.

In comparison between iron compounds particular attention must be di-

rected to intrasubject variations in absorption. While the mucosal response can

be standardized by comparing the absorption of food iron against a common

reference standard, day to day variations in the same subject are still appre-

ciable. This physiologic variation from two doses given on successive days

accounts for a range from -50 per cent to +80 per cent (± 1 � of

mean absorption assigned the value of 100 per cent.14. Methodologic error plays

#{176}Inorder to express the variability in iron absorption measurements as the S.D., the latter

has been calculated from the logarithms of percentage iron absorption. Since the loga-

rithmic S.D. is unfamiliar, the limits of the mean ± 1 S.D. have been retransformed as

antilogarithms to recover the original units of percentage absorption. The asymmetrical

confidence limits derived in this manner provide a more realistic description of variability

for the skewed frequency distribution of iron absorption. For example, when repeated
measurements are made within the same subject with an overall mean absorption of 10 per
cent, roughly two-thirds of the values representing the limits of ± 1 S.D. would fall within

50-180 per cent of the mean or 5-18 per cent absorption.
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Fig. 4.-A comparison of the absorption of two types of food iron in two groups
of subjects whose absorption has also been measured by ferrous ascorbate. The per
cent absorption of iron in each food was nearly identical as shown on the left. How-
ever, the simultaneous measurement of ferrous Fe55 ascorbate absorption in these
subjects showed a significant difference in absorption by the two groups. The ratio
was, therefore, expressed between the absorption of food iron and iron salts as shown
on the right. In order to evaluate the significance of this difference it was necessary

to express these ratios as logarithms. The difference in these ratios as evaluated by
the Student t-test is highly significant (p < 0.001), and shows the greater availability
of iron in veal as compared with fish.

little part in this since two doses of iron given at the same time show a varia-

tion of ± 2 per cent.4’14 In studies reported by Brise and Hallberg4 the

physiologic variation has been reduced to approximately -10 to + 25 per cent

of mean absorption by administration of five test doses of each form of radio-

iron alternately over a 10 day period. The advantage of multiple dose admin-

istration will depend on the type of iron compound being evaluated. For in-

organic forms which can be easily prepared and taken by the subject, multiple

dose methods seem most appropriate. When more elaborate preparation of test

material is required as in studies of food iron absorption, as much or more in-

formation may be obtained by administration of single doses to more subjects.

An important aspect of the dual tracer technic for studying absorption of

dietary iron is analysis of data. For each pair of observations, the absorption

index is calculated from the ratio of the test dose absorption compared to the

absorption of ferrous ascorbate in the same subject. Since these values have a

distribution similar to those shown in Figure 1, it is necessary to convert them

to logarithms in order to apply statistical analyses. The log value is used to

establish a mean absorption index which then permits comparison of absorp-

tion between various types of food. Estimates together with confidence limits
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obtained on logarithmic scale are retransformed in order to express results in

original units.� To demonstrate the use of this model a comparison of absorp-

tion from two different types of dietary iron in two groups of subjects having

a different basal absorption is outlined in Figure 4. This comparison illustrates

the importance of a common reference standard in evaluation of iron avail-

ability in different foods.

SUMMARY

Sources of variation in iron absorption measurements and methods of con-

trolling them have been reviewed. There are marked differences in the mean

level of absorption in different individuals and appreciable day-to-day variation

in absorption in the same individual. Intersubject variations can be reduced

by the selection of individuals with a more uniform iron requirement, but
large variations remain which can be dealt with only by applying appropriate

statistical methods to the skewed data obtained and by studying sufficient

subjects to provide statistical validity to the results. Comparative studies of the

availability of food iron are best carried out against a reference standard in

the same subject, and intrasubject variations can be reduced by multiple dose

administration.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

Es presentate tin revista de causas de variationes in le mesuration del absorption de ferro

e de methodos pro evitar los. Ii existe marcate differentias in le nivello medie de absorption

inter differente individuos e, in plus, un appreciabile variation ab un die al altere in le mesme

individuo. Le variationes inter vane subjectos pote esser reducite per le selection de mdi-

viduous con tin plus uniforme requirimento de ferro, sed marcate variationes remane le

quales pote esser maneate solo per le application de appropriate methodos statistic al biasate

datos obtenite e per studiar sufficientemente grande numeros de subjectos pro assecurar le

validitate statistic del resultatos. Studios comparative del disponibilitate de ferro dietari

es effectuate le plus efficacemente con le uso del mesme subjecto in establir le standard

de referentia, e variationes intra le mesme subjecto pote esser reducite per le administra-

tion de doses mutiple.
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